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1: How soccer explains the world : an unlikely theory of globalization in SearchWorks catalog
A sentimental hooligan is someone who enjoys getting into fights and trouble all to get pleasure and a sense of pride in
return. A sentimental hooligan pretty much depends on fighting and all of the violence that comes with it and even Alan
said he was addicted to it.

To those who favor it, it represents fewer reasons for armed conflicts, more opportunities for escaping the
confines of tradition and narrow-mindedness, a higher standard of living, and more access to the good things
of life; in short, capitalism and democracy. To those who mistrust it or hate it, it means the submersion of
national sovereignty, the extinction of regional cultures, the enrichment of multinational corporations and the
bankruptcy of corner stores, the undermining of religion, and the corruption of morality; in short, capitalism
and democracy. Franklin Foer asserts that both the proponents and detractors of globalization have oversold its
influence. His proof is soccer. This sport, which everywhere but in the United States is the most popular team
sport of the poor, provides an alternative focal point to both globalized economies and traditional religions and
cultures. Capitalists and theocrats are unable to compete against a sport that manages to change its image in
protean ways to suit local conditions. Soccer in Yugoslavia had always been played with more physical action
and was less bound by English upper-class rules Fair Play than elsewhere. Its fans were fanatical, and no
Yugoslav team had more thuggish fans than Red Star Belgrade. These violent gangs of fans became
immeasurably rowdier as Yugoslavia slid toward dissolution, then into civil war. Nevertheless, little changed
in Serbian soccer until the assassination of reformist prime minister Zoran Djindjic in Then the public
demanded action against organized crime. Red Star Belgrade was not fully reformed, but it ceased to be the
province of criminal gangs. In contrast to Balkan bloodletting, however, the rival clubs work together to fan
emotions while keeping them within bounds, sort of. What had happened in fact was that globalization had
destroyed discrimination in jobs by eliminating local industry altogether. Serious violence is therefore limited
to their matches in Ireland where sectarian interests remain tied to economic ones. Foer examines why is it that
some European clubs are still identified as Jewish even though their owners were dispossessed two
generations ago. A second answer is tied into the growing anti-Semitism of recent years. This ugly
phenomenon is, Foer contends, more complicated than it seems. Moreover, since globalization has brought
hordes of immigrants into Britain and most other postindustrial nations , local resentments are expressed in
ape noises directed at black players and antiforeign chants, but there are too many minorities to focus upon
any one. Indeed MKT was founded by Jewish businessmen in , back when the city had a large and flourishing
Jewish population. Yet even today, seventy years after first the fascists and then the communists seized
possession of the team, few Gentiles will support it. MKT, for sins such The entire section is 1, words.
2: How Soccer Explains the World, Chapter 4 â€“ judith34blog
How Soccer Explains the Sentimental Hooligan: Chapter 4 My understanding of the reading led me to believe that a
sentimental hooligan is a hooligan with a conscience. Although, personally, I do not feel a hooligan can be called
"sentimental".

3: What is a Top Hat and how does soccer explain the survival of such? (Week 6) | Rebecka Kovarik
Alan Garrison states a sentimental hooligan is someone whose feelings normally lead to trouble in Chapter 4, of "How
Soccer Explains the World." Since Garrison is the definition of a true sentimental hooligan, Foer explores his ideas and
actions.

4: How Soccer Explains the World by Sarah Djahedi on Prezi
Chelsea Headhunters and Hooliganism. STUDY. PLAY "Allan Garrison" - Chelsea Commander Foer, Franklin. "4/How
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Soccer Explains the Sentimental Hooligan." How Soccer.

5: How Soccer Explains the Sentimental Hooligan | whitbrann
The Sentimental Hooligan In order to understand what a sentimental hooligan is we have to begin to understand the
hooligan. A hooligan is someone who is a troublemaker and carries out acts of violence.

6: How Soccer Explains the Jewish Question: Chapter 3 â€“ magalyburciaga
The title of this chapter is "How Soccer Explains the Sentimental Hooligan." In this chapter, Alan Garrison, a half Jewish
half German, talks about his passion and love for fighting.

7: What is a sentimental hooligan? (Week 5) | Rebecka Kovarik
But by creating such a compelling narrative of soccer around the planet, Foer draws the reader into these sport-mad
societies, and subtly provides the explanations he promises in chapters with titles like "How Soccer Explains the New
Oligarchs", "How Soccer Explains Islam's Hope", and "How Soccer Explains the Sentimental Hooligan.".

8: How Soccer Explains the World - Wikipedia
As if that weren't enough, Foer bases an entire chapter ("How Soccer Explains The Sentimental Hooligan") around the
unlikely stories of a single character, the self-proclaimed Chelsea Headhunter.

9: How Soccer Explains the World: An Unlikely Theory of Globalization - Franklin Foer - Google Books
Unformatted text preview: How Soccer Explains the World Culture and Globalization Chapter 1 Gangster's Paradise
(Serbia) Chapter 2 Pornography of Sects (Scotland) Chelsea and English Hooligan a victim of Globalization Chapter 5:
The Top Hats (Brazil) Tottenham and Ajax Chapter 4 The Sentimental.
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